We provide an O(logn)-approximation algorithm for the following problem. Given a convex n-gon P, drawn on a convex piece of paper, cut P out of the piece of paper in the cheapest possible way. No approximation algorithm was known for this problem posed in 1985.
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Introduction
Overmars and Welzl considered tile following problem
[4].
Given a polygonal piece of paper with a polygon P drawn on it, cut P out of the piece of paper in the cheapest possible way.
We are in the same framework as in [4] . A cut is a line which divides the piece of paper into a mlmber of pieces, those that lie left of the line and those that lie right of tile line. A cut is not allowed to intersect the interior of P. After a cut is made, we continue with the piece of paper containing P. A cutting sequence is a sequence of cuts such that, after tile last one, the piece of paper is the polygon P, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The cost of a cut is the length of tile intersection of the cutting line with the (current) piece of paper containing P. The problem asks for a cutting sequence whose total cost is minimum. Such a sequence is called an optimal cutting sequence. The total cost of an optimal cutting sequence is called the cut cost. It is clear that the problem is solvable only if the polygon P is convex, which we will assume. Tile general problem of finding an optimal cutting sequence for each piece of paper Q, and convex polygon P, was left open [4] . If the piece of paper Q is convex, Overmars and Welzl have shown that there exists an optimal cutting sequence for P with O(n) cuts (their proof indicates that at most 5n cuts suffice), in which each cut touches polygon P, where n is the number of edges of P. However even in this special case (Q convex), an algorithm which computes such a sequence is not known and may not even exist. As they put it: "because the problem is not discrete it might be possible that an optimal cutting sequence cannot be computed at all" [4] . In the restricted case when cuts are allowed to run along edges of the polygon P only, an algorithm which finds an optimal cutting sequence using dynamic programming is known. The algorithm runs in O(n3+ N) time, where N denotes the number of edges of the piece of paper Q
For tile case of non-convex piece of paper Q, if Q is considered a closed set (as opposed to open), there are examples in which no optimal cutting sequence exists. On the other hand, when Q is non-convex and considered an open set, it is unknown whether an optimal cutting sequence exists. The reader is referred to [4] for a more detailed discussion of these matters.
We further restrict ourselves to tile case when the piece of paper is a convex polygon Q. As mentioned above, no exact solution for this variant is known. Our main result is THEOREM 1.1. There exists an O(log n)-appTvximation algorithm which runs in O(Nn + n logn) time, for cutting out a convex n-gon P out of a convex polygon Q with N sides.
In the special case when tile piece of paper is convex and is roughly of tile same size as the polygon P (i.e. the ratio of the paper diameter to tile polygon diameter is bounded from above by a constant), a tight bound of O([P I logn) on the maximum cutting cost has been shown, where [P] denotes ttle perimeter of P, and n is the number of vertices of P [2] . Tile corresponding upper bound in this result is stated in Lemma 2.1
below. An algorithm which makes such a cutting is also provided in [2] .
We briefly mention two related problems. Pach and Tardos have studied the problem of separating a large subfamily from a given family of pairwise disjoint compact convex sets on a sheet of glass, using the same type of line cuts [5] . Reeently, Demaine et al. have given a characterization of the class of polygons that can be cut from a piece of material using a sufficiently small cutting segment (which models a circular saw); they have also given an algorithm to cut out such polygons [1] . When the piece of nmterial is the convex hull of the polygon to be cut out, their algorithm achieves a constant approximation ratio in both tile number of cuts and total lengths of the cuts.
Proof of the main result
Tile idea on which our algorithm is based is ms follows. An optimal cutting sequence (and its optimal cost) can be conceptually divided into a separation phase and a carving phase. The separation phase (if needed) uses a small number of cuts after which the current piece of paper has roughly the same size as P. The carving phase finishes the job cutting mostly along edges of P.
We denote by OP (resp. OQ) the boundary of P (resp. Q). Without loss of generality we assume that P is strictly contained in Q (i.e. OP M OQ = 0): extending to tile general case is straightforward. Put V(P) for the set of vertices of P. Consider an arbitrary point p E Q. Denote by OPT (resp. OPTp), the cost of an optimal cutting sequence for P (resp. p). Let Cp be the length (cost) of a shortest chord through p (whose endpoints are in OQ). Note that such a chord may very well cross through the polygon P. See Fig. 2 for a few examples. By the convexity of Q, the function g : Q ~ R, defined as g(p) = Cp, is continuous. Denote by diam(P) (resp. diam(Q)) the diameter of P (resp. Q). Put D = diam(P), and write IPI for the perimeter of P. Put C = suppe P Cp, the length of the nmximum shortest chord whose endpoints are in OQ, over all points of P (it is enough to consider p E OP; also, by continuity of g(-) and by compactness of P, 3p E P such that Cp = C). Similarly, let C' = maxvey(p)Cv, the length of the maximum shortest chord whose endpoints are in OQ, over all vertices of P. Clearly C ~ < C.
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that diam(Q)/D = O(1). Then there exists an O(n log n)-time algorithm which cuts out P through a sequence of cuts of cost O([Pllogn).
The proof of Lemma 2.1 appears in [2] . For completeness, we include it in the appendix.
The proof of our next lemma uses the following result on optimal cutting sequences. Prvof. Let p E OP be tile point which gives C, i.e. C --Cp. Consider an optimal cutting sequence S for P.
Perform the following additional cuts: (a) an arbitrary cut through p (which cuts through the polygon P), and (b) a cut through p, which cuts out p. The cost of (a) is at most D, while the cost of (b) is 0. OPT:
Thus CA < aC+~D+cl]Pllogn
< aC + ~C+ caClogn = O(OPT.logn).
When C < IP[, we use the second lower bound on OPT:
CA < aC+~D+clIPllogn < odP ] + ~lP] +CliPilogn = O(OPT.logn).
Thus in either case, tile cost of tile sequence used by the algorithm is within a O(logn) factor of tile optimal. (The proof of Lemma 2.1 gives in fact a factor of logn + O(1), which yields logn + O(1) for the approximation ratio.)
Proof of Lemma 2.4
First note that for any v E V(P), Cv can be computed in O(N) time, by performing a circular scan aroumt v, thus C ~ can be computed after n such scans. We say that a vertex chord is short, if its length is at most C.
Our algorithm will in fact make a cutting sequence at a cost of not more than olC ~+13D < aC+/3D, to achieve the goal in the lemma. For v E V(P), let Av be the set of of angle~ (directions) of chords through v whose length is at most Cq We assign a unique angle in the interval / = [-90o,90 °) for any given line (in particular, for any given chord -as we consider the angle of its supporting line). It is not hard to see that for
any v E V(P), The algorithm makes two cuts along these two shorter tangents 11 and 12, and a third cut 13, which forms an isosceles triangle with the previous two, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . P is contained in the intersection os the two strips formed by pairs of parallel lines at distance D. Thus P is contained in the triangle Q obtained by cutting along la, 12 and 13. Case 2: All short vertex chords are almost horizontal.
Without loss of generality, assume that no two vertices of P have the same x-coordinate. Consider the leftmost and rightmost vertices a and b of P, which split P into a lower and an upper chain of edges. We claim that on each such chain, either (i) there exists a vertex v E V(P), such that a short chord through v is tangent to P and above P for the upper chain, and tangent to P and below P for the lower chain (recall that case 2 assumes that all short chords through vertices of P are almost horizontal, so the fact that a short chord is tangent to P and above P (resp. below P) is well defined); or (ii) there exists a cut along an almost horizontal edge of the chain, whose length is at most 4C' + D. Such a cut through a vertex (in (i) above), or along an edge (in (ii) above), can be found in a linear scan. Assuming (i) or (ii), the algorithm makes three cuts, which separate a triangle Q containing P, as in case 1. The corresponding cutting cost is at most 2D 2(4C' + D) + cos 10 ° -< 8C' + 5D, (since ¢ _< 20 °) and the lemma holds with c~ = 8 and B = 5.
We now proceed to prove the above claim for the upper chain; the proof for the lower chain is analogous. Assume that (i) does not hold, so that all short chords through vertices of the upper chain cross through P, or for the two extreme leftmost and rightmost vertices, they may be tangent below P. Select arbitrarily a short chord Xv for each vertex of the upper chain. We say that a short chord Xv through v E V(P) has type out/in (resp. type in/out), if it enters (resp. leaves) P as it passes through v. A short chord passing through a (resp. b), which is tangent below P is said to have type out/in (resp. in/out). Since the type of X~ is out/in and the type of Xb is in/out, there exists an edge e = uv of tile upper chain, so that the type of Xu = qlq2 is out/in and the type of Xv = q3q4 is in/out -see Fig. 4 . Since all short chords through vertices of P are ahnost horizontal, and the types of its endpoints are as specified, the angle of edge e lies between tile angles of X~ and Xv, so edge e is also almost horizontal (conform with our previous definition). Let l be the supporting line of edge uv, and consider the projection points, x2 and x4, of the two right endpoints q2 of Xu and q4 of X~ on l. We denote by ¢1 and ¢2 the two (positive) angles made by l and Xv, and by 1 and X~ respectively. We have ¢1 + ¢2 _< 20 °.
We claim that the length of tile cut along e on each side of e is at most 2C', thus its total length is at most and z2 <_ 2y2. We also have Yl <_ C sinq51 and y2 ~_ C ~ sin ¢2. Putting these together, and using the convexity of Q, the length of the perpendicular chord on e through v is at most = zl +z2 < 2(sin¢l +sin¢2)-C'
a contradiction to tile fact that all short chords through vertices of P are almost horizontal. Similarly, the length of the portion of I to the left of u and inside Q is at most 2C', and tile claim follows. The time complexity of the above algorithm is dominated by the computation of C' and of the set of angles A~, which takes O(Nn) time. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Remarks
We conclude with a question which is relevant to our algorithm. If tile polygon P is enclosed in a minimum axis-aligned rectangle, does an optimal edge-cutting give an optimal cutting sequence? (An edge-cutting uses cuts along edges of the polygon P only.) Ewm tile answer is in the negative, we believe the following weaker statement holds. CONJECTURE 4.1. If P is enclosed in a minimum axisaligned rectangle Q, an optimal edge-cutting gives a constant-factor approximation algorithm for cutting P out of Q.
It is not hard to see that a positive resolution of the above conjecture would lead to a constant-factor approximation algorithm for cutting P out of Q, in the case when both P and Q are convex. As mentioned earlier, an optimal edge-cutting can be computed in O(n a + N) time [4] .
We finally mention the problem of cutting with halfrays, posed in [4] , and also discussed in [1] : a cut is a half-ray running from infinity to some point in the paper. A polygon P drawn on a piece of paper Q is said to be ray-cuttable if it can be cut out using half-rays. A larger class (which can be easily identified) than convex polygons can be cut out within this model. Consider a ray-cuttable polygon P on a polygonal piece of paper Q. The problem asks for an optimal sequence of ray cuts to make P, where the metric is the total lengths of the cuts. It may be that our method of approximation can be extended to this problem as well.
